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PRESS RELEASE 

NCCL STANDALONE: 
 
NCC Limited has achieved a Turnover of `.2210 Crore for the quarter ended 
31.03.2015 as against `.1913 Crore in the corresponding quarter of the previous year 
resulting in a growth of 16%. The operations of the Company have resulted in an 
EBIDTA of `.184.89 Crore and a net profit of `.50.68 Crore as against `.104.75 Crore 
and `.32.08 Crore respectively in the corresponding quarter of the previous year, 
resulting in an increase of PAT by 58%. The company has reported an EPS of `.0.91 on 
expanded capital as against `.0.92 in the corresponding quarter of the previous 
year. 
 
The Company has reported a turnover of `.8297 Crore for the financial year 2014-15 
as against `.6117 Crore in the previous year thereby registering a growth of 36% over 
the previous year. The Company has posted an EBIDTA of `.649.35 Crore and a Net 
Profit of `.111.79 Crore as against `.404.85 Crore and `.40.51 Crore respectively in the 
previous year. The company has reported an EPS of `.2.56 on expanded capital as 
against `.1.16 in the previous year. 
 
CONSOLIDATED RESULTS: 
 
NCC Limited has reported a Turnover of `.2488 Crore for the quarter ended 
31.03.2015 as against `.2288 Crore in the corresponding quarter of the last fiscal. The 
company posted an EBIDTA of `.264.68 Crore and net profit of `.52.00 Crore as 
against `.193.58 Crore and `.2.91 Crore respectively in the corresponding quarter of 
the previous year. 
 
The Company has achieved a Turnover of `.9513 Crore for the year ended 31st 
March 2015 as against turnover of `.7463 Crore in the Previous Year resulting in a 
growth of 27% over previous year. The Company posted an EBIDTA of `.999.71 Crore 
and net profit after tax of `.53.90 Crore for the year as against `.756.98 Crore and 
`.3.28 Crore respectively in the Previous Year. 
 
During the year the company secured orders `.7381 crore and the order book of the 
Company stood at `.19323 Crore as of 31.03.2015. 
 
The Board of Directors at their meeting held on 14.05.2015 have recommended 
Equity Dividend of 20% on the Paid up Capital of `.111.19 Crore subject to the 
approval of the Shareholders at the Annual General Meeting. 
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